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Any circuit is in one-to-one correspondence with a logical table that specifies, upon any given input state,
what the output state of the ideal circuit should be. Since classical states are perfectly distinguishable in
principle, at least at a fundamental level the calibration of classical circuits does not therefore present any
difficulty. This is in stark contrast with the quantum case where, due to the existence of superposition of
states, neither input nor output states can in general be jointly distinguished perfectly, thus rendering the
calibration of quantum circuits a problem in principle.

Here, we address this fundamental issue by adopting a Bayesian approach to the calibration of quantum
circuits that is data-driven, i.e. it avoids any assumption on the quantum description of the states input and
output of the circuit, and solely relies on correlations between their classical labels, thus de facto representing a
self-calibration of the circuit. In particular, our approach automatically inherits fromBayes theorem anOccam’
s razor-like minimality criterion that favors the simplest inference that is consistent with the observations.
We show that data-driven self-calibration is equivalent to a particular clustering problem in the correlation
space that can be solved adopting John’s theory on minimum volume enclosing ellipsoids.
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